To estimate the potential inventory of natural gas hydrates (NGH) in the Levant Basin, southeastern Mediterranean Sea, we correlated the gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ), modeled with local thermodynamic parameters, with seismic indicators of gas. A compilation of the oceanographic measurements defines the >1 km deep water temperature and salinity to 13.8 • C and 38.8% respectively, predicting the top GHSZ at a water depth of~1250 m. Assuming sub-seafloor hydrostatic pore-pressure, water-body salinity, and geothermal gradients ranging between 20 to 28.5 • C/km, yields a useful first-order GHSZ approximation. Our model predicts that the entire northwestern half of the Levant seafloor lies within the GHSZ, with a median sub-seafloor thickness of~150 m. High amplitude seismic reflectivity (HASR), correlates with the active seafloor gas seepage and is distributed across the deep-sea fan of the Nile within the Levant Basin. Trends observed in the distribution of the HASR are suggested to represent: (1) Shallow gas and possibly hydrates within buried channel-lobe systems 25 to 100 mbsf; and (2) a regionally discontinuous bottom simulating reflection (BSR) broadly matching the modeled base of GHSZ. We therefore estimate the potential methane hydrates resources within the Levant Basin at~100 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) and its carbon content at~1.5 gigatonnes.
Introduction
Gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric crystalline solids that are formed under a suitable thermodynamic pressure-temperature-salinity balance of water molecules, arranged in lattice-like crystal "cages" around gas molecules (e.g., [1, 2] ). Natural gas hydrates (NGH) deposits are widely distributed along the continental margins around the world, where gas fluxes are steadily available in the shallow sediment [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Their presence is bound in the marine environment between the top of the gas hydrate stability zone (GHSZ) in the water column, and its base within the sedimentary column below the seafloor. These are set by a thermodynamic balance between the impacts of pressure, temperature, and salinity on the hydrate stability [8] . In practice, the GHSZ is primarily controlled by the balance between the increase of water and sediment pressure with depth, the bottom water temperature and the increase in temperature with the depth beneath the seafloor. In many places, the presence of NGH is marked on seismic images by a bottom simulating reflection (BSR), suggested to represent the accumulation of free gas below the GHSZ [9] [10] [11] . However, NGH are also reported in Figure 5 (black rectangle), and the northern and western border of the study area (yellow dashed line). The inset (upper left corner) displays a map of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea (EMS), marked with natural gas hydrates (NGH) (brown stars) and methane seepage (green stars) observations locations: 1. The Thessaloniki mud volcano and Anaximander Seamount region (e.g., [33, 63, 64] ); 2. the Olimpi mud volcanos field (e.g., [33] , and references therein); 3. observations of hydrates formation during sampling [65] ; 4. the Nile Delta and deep sea fan seepage domain (e.g., [66, 67] ); 5. seafloor seepage offshore the Sinai Peninsula [68] ; 6. (a) the Palmahim disturbance (P.D.) and Levant Channel (white line), and (b) Gal-C, seepage sites [69] [70] [71] ; 7. methane sampling offshore acre [70] ; 8. Eratosthenes Seamount seepage sites [72, 73] . The main map is plotted in UTM coordinates (zone 36N, datum WGS84) and labeled in km, while the inset is plotted in geographical coordinates.
Natural Gas and Hydrates in the EMS
To date, NGH deposits were sampled or inferred to exist only on several mud volcanoes along the accretionary complex traversing the northern part of the EMS ( [33] and references therein; Figure 1 ). Most NGH sampled there were predominantly found within relatively fine muddy sediments. On the Thessaloniki mud volcano, in the Anaximander Seamount region, the predominantly methane bearing NGH are present at a water depth of~1260 m, just below the calculated top of the GHSZ [63, 64] . A single set of direct indications of NGH stability in the Nile deep sea fan, in the southern part of the EMS, was described by [65] . They observed formation of hydrates within a sampling funnel during collection of gas emitted from the seafloor, and hydrate coating that formed on ascending bubbles, dissolving near the top of GHSZ. Their analysis of the sampled gas composition demonstrated a predominance of methane with minor portions of ethane and propane, for which the top of the GHSZ was estimated at the water depth of~1350 m. In accordance, echosounder imaging observed ascending gas bubbles flares that dissipated just below a water depth of~1350 m, presumably due to dissolution of the bubbles hydrate skins at the top of the GHSZ [65] .
In spite of extensive exploration activity across the EMS, including a broad coverage by 2D and 3D commercial and academic seismic data and multiple drill wells, no additional observation of hydrates or a seismic BSR was ever documented in peer-reviewed publications. Albeit, several meeting abstracts reported observations of BSR in the Nile cone (e.g., [74] [75] [76] ).
A multitude of pockmarks and other seepage edifice have been identified over the last two decades across the Nile deep-sea fan and adjacent Levant Basin and Eratosthenes Seamount, with their scope continuously expanding as new data becomes available (e.g., [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] 77, 78] ). Similar intra-to post-Messinian buried features are also abundant in the geophysical record [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] . Together these provide potential sources for hydrates formation in the EMS, at present or over climatic changes. In particular, this study is motivated by the recent discovery of active methane seeps within large scale (hundreds of meters) pockmarks at a water depth of 1100-1250 m. These were identified on the crests of compressional folds in the toe of the Palmahim disturbance [69] [70] [71] 84] (Figure 1) . The latter is a large-scale (15 × 50 km) rotational slide detached on the Messinian evaporites offshore southern Israel [85] . Additional seepage was discovered within the Levant Channel, and~40 km west of there on a seafloor fold in the Gal-C exploration block [71] (Figure 1 ). The Levant Channel is a major deep-sea channel marking the eastern flank of the deep-sea fan of the Nile and bounding the Palmahim disturbance on its west [43] . The prevalence of methane and scarcity of heavier hydrocarbons imply that gas emitted from these surface features originates predominantly from microbial methanogenesis (e.g., [65, 70] ). We note that also the commercial gas reservoirs, discovered recently at sediment depths reaching~5 km in the Levant Basin and below the deep-sea fan of the Nile, contain predominantly microbial methane (e.g., [86, 87] ). However, no clear link has been delineated to date between these reservoirs and seafloor seepage. Seafloor authigenic carbonates composition in the central deep-sea fan of the Nile reveal spatio-temporal variations of Holocene seepage ages, suggested to be related with sediment transport variations [88] . However, such variations may have alternatively, or additionally, been associated with glacial-interglacial eustatic sea level cycles, affecting the stability of NGH (e.g., [29] ).
Materials and Methods
This study combines two stages: Modeling the GHSZ in the Levant Basin based on locally constrained thermodynamic parameters; and analysis of seismic data for the distribution of high amplitude seismic reflectivity (HASR) and additional indicators for the presence of gas.
Hydrate Modeling Methodology
To model the GHSZ in the Levant Basin, we first constrained the thermodynamic parameters (temperature, salinity, and pressure) in the relevant water depths (>800 m) of the basin (Figure 1 ) by compiling data that was acquired in oceanographic surveys ( Figure 2 ) and making assumptions with respect to the sub-seafloor conditions. Modeling used the CSMHyd software (1998, Colorado School of Mines Center for Hydrate Research, Golden, CO, USA) [89] to calculate the top of the GHSZ, and the depth below the seafloor of its base for pure methane hydrates as a function of the Levant Basin seafloor depth ( Figure 3 ). Finally, using Matlab we mapped the base hydrate stability thickness throughout the Levant Basin based on the seafloor bathymetry ( Figure 4 ). In general, our analysis is bound by the shallowing of the Levant Basin flanks. The deeper western limit was arbitrarily set approximately at the crest of Eratosthenes Seamount, connecting it with the African coastline approximately along the 40 • E latitude, with the Cyprus margins along the line connecting to the crest of Hecataeus Rise and eastern Cyprus, and east to the Syrian margin ( Figure 1 ). The details of our modeling procedures are detailed below.
Seismic Data and Analysis Methodology
The seismic component of this work is based on the analysis of five commercially acquired and processed 3D seismic blocks, and one 2D seismic profile ( Table 1 ). The 3D blocks cover together (with some minor overlaps) a significant portion of the southern to central parts of the Levant Basin ( Figure 1 ) between water depths of 900 to 1900 m, while the 2D profile connects the deepest 3D coverage with the eastern margin of the basin. The different data products that were available for our analysis vary in their exact processing and amplitude levels ( Table 1) , but were all processed through standard commercial workflows yielding zero phase amplitude preserved data. Thus, although not rigorously accurate the relative amplitudes are meaningful, at least in the region of interest within the first hundreds of meters beneath the seafloor. This assumption was asserted by us through manual visualization of the data, as well as through the calculation of amplitude histograms for each dataset.
All data were loaded to a Paradigm multi-survey project desktop for analysis. The time-migrated data two-way-times (TWT) were scaled to depth using constant seismic velocities of 1520 and 2000 m/s for the water and post-Messinian sedimentary column respectively. These velocity approximations were established through a comparison of overlapping regions of available depth migrated volumes and time migrated volumes and 2D profiles transecting them. We estimate the resulting depth errors to be ±5 and ±10 m for the seafloor and top Messinian (M) horizon respectively. These errors are approximately identical to the nominal resolution of the seismic reflections from the same depths. Paradigm's propagator module was utilized for supervised automatic picking of the seafloor horizon, yielding a detailed bathymetric map at the resolution of each of the 3D seismic blocks. 3D shaded relief views of these bathymetric maps (e.g., Figure 5 ) were used to manually map the distribution of seafloor pockmarks and additional seafloor features. This study examines the correlation of high amplitude reflectivity identified in the seismic datasets across the basin (the HASR; with the GHSZ modeling results. The distribution of the HASR within the post-Messinian sedimentary stack was evaluated by two independent methods. Initially the HASR was manually picked on every 100th inline section and then on every 100th crossline section throughout each of the 3D blocks. The seafloor and HASR picks were then jointly outputted and their distributions were plotted using Matlab ( Figure S1 in Supplementary Materials). To verify the correlation revealed, we repeated the process through a more rigorous automatic picking procedure. A sub-volume was extracted from each of the seismic blocks stretching 5 to 300 mbsf, eliminating the seafloor reflection above and the Messinian reflection below. The amplitude histograms of the sub-volumes extracted from each block were calculated, and a scaling factor to normalize the histograms of the different blocks was determined. Each of the sub-volumes was then loaded to Paradigm Voxel utility, where the HASR was picked by threshold detection. Following testing we established the threshold at the top 0.65% of the normalized histogram negative amplitudes tail. The picks were then converted to multi-valued horizons and outputted to Matlab distribution plots ( Figure 9 ) and Paradigm spatial plots ( Figure 10 ).
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Establishing the Local Environmental Conditions in the Deep Levant Basin
Bottom Water Temperature and Salinity
Bottom water temperatures and salinities of the Levant Basin were acquired from two independent data sets. The first consists of four vessel-based conductivity and temperature depth (CTD) casts surveys, collected between the years 2009 to 2012 to water depths >1500 m, and extracted from the EU PERSEUS consortium on-line repository [90] . The second data set consists of underwater remotely operated vehicle (ROV) based CTD measurements collected in the course of E/V Nautilus 2011 survey offshore Israel [69] . These datasets combined constrain water body salinities in the range of 38.74 to 38.83% between water depths of 800 to 2000 m ( Figure 2 ). We therefore used an average salinity of 38.80% for the Levant Basin GHSZ model. The temperatures measured at the sea surface show sub-annual variability in the range of 16 • C to 28 • C ( Figure 2 ). However, at a water depth of 800 m, constituting the top of the EMS deep water mass [91] , water temperatures converge to a constant value of~13.69 • C. The water temperature then increases at a rate of 0.015 to 0.02 • C per 100 m of water depth to in situ water temperatures of~13.94 • C at a water depth of 2000 m. We therefore used a mean water temperature value of 13.80 • C for the deep water mass. This is the actual permanent temperature at the water depth interval of 900 to 1400 m. The values constrained here are consistent with other published values for the Levant region (e.g., [27, 92, 93] ).
Sediment Salinity and Geothermal Gradient
As no data is currently published on pore water salinities in the Levant Basin seafloor, we used the same bottom water value of 38.8% also for the sub-seafloor salinity. This is probably a reasonable approximation considering a relatively high seawater content within the bottom sediments. Moreover, sensitivity tests (discussed below) demonstrate that the possible effects of salinity mis-estimations on our modeling results are minor.
The sediment temperature was calculated based on a constant seafloor temperature of 13.8 • C and a linear increase with depth amounting to the geothermal gradient. Published estimations of the geothermal gradient in the Levant Basin range between 20 to 37 • C/km, constituting the lower and upper bound estimates respectively. [94] used seafloor measurements to estimate geothermal gradients of~37 • C/km at two stations within the Levant Basin. In contrast, [95] estimated based on the bottom-hole temperatures from several onshore wells as average geothermal gradient for northern and central Israel in the range of 22 to 25 • C/km. [96] estimated a vertical geothermal gradient in the range of 20 to 26 • C/km for the northern inland and offshore areas of the Nile fan. Their study is based on temperature data from 48 wells located adjacent to our study area. [97] estimated an average vertical geothermal gradient in the range of 20 to 30 • C/km based on temperature logs from wells in southern Israel. Most recently [86] suggested the average geothermal gradient of 28.5 • C/km, measured in the Yam-1 and Yam-2 wells in the southeastern margin of the basin (Figure 1 ), as an estimate for the Levant Basin geothermal gradient. However, [98] modeled the thermal history of the Levant Basin based on an interpreted chronostratigraphic framework of the basin and the measurements in four wells along its flanks (including apparently the Yam wells). In particular, this framework includes the presence of the~2 km thick Messinian salt unit within the Basin and its absence in the flaks. Their modeling predicts geothermal gradients in the ranges between 20 and 28 • C/km and 13 and 20 • C/km in the Basin flanks and center, respectively. However, in the lack of published measurements from wells within the Levant Basin, the validity of these results to our GHSZ modeling is uncertain. It is notable that, in contrast to the significant impact of salt diapirs on NGH distribution in salt basins, such as the Gulf of Mexico (e.g., [99] [100] [101] ), the relatively minor deformation of the Messinian salt in the Levant Basin is expected to inflict only limited variability on the GHSZ. Considering the high sensitivity of the GHSZ model to the geothermal gradient, and the uncertainty of its value, we created three versions of the GHSZ model using geothermal gradients of 20, 28.5, and 37 • C/km.
Pressure
Hydrates stability within the sediments depends on the interstitial pore pressure [1] , generally bound between the hydrostatic and lithostatic pressure profiles [102, 103] . At relatively shallow sediment depths of the GHSZ (normally <500 m [104] ) in normally compacting basins sediments, porosity and permeability are generally high and the pore pressure is approximately hydrostatic or slightly above (e.g., [102, 105] ). We therefore assume a hydrostatic pore pressure profile in our GHSZ modeling. This assumption is supported by the pore pressure profile measured in Hanna-1 well, located at a water depth of 972 m in the eastern boundary of the study area ( Figure 1 ), showing only a slight deviation from hydrostatic pressure within <500 m below the seafloor [106] .
The hydrostatic pressure in the Levant Basin was calculated as a function of the depth below the surface using the equations of [107] in the range of 0.1-35.4 MPa. These equations estimate the pressure within maximal error bounds of 2 kPa, which are equivalent to depth errors <0.2 m. This is a negligible value in comparison with the water and sediment column depth-range of the GHSZ (>1000 m). These calculations were evaluated for each of the bathymetric grid cells as described below.
Bathymetry
To model the seafloor bathymetry of the Levant Basin we used a 250 m digital elevation model based on the bathymetric map of [62] . Across the exclusive economic zone of Israel, the bathymetry was updated based on a 250 m resolution bathymetric digital elevation model (DEM) released by the State of Israel, Ministry of Energy [108] .
Electing a GHSZ Modeling Approach for the Levant Basin
To evaluate the adequate thermodynamic conditions for NGH formation, three different models of the GHSZ were tested [8, 109, 110] . These models use a phase diagram of solid methane hydrate versus liquid water and free gas phases ( Figure 3 ). The models presented by [8, 109] are empirical models, using a narrow range of temperature-salinity (T-S) conditions. In contrast, the model presented by [110] relies on statistical thermodynamics of the pressure-temperature (P-T) equilibrium conditions for methane hydrate stability and uses a wider range of T-S values. Figure 3a presents the chemical equilibrium points predicted for the Levant Basin by these three models as a function of depth (i.e., pressure) and temperature, for a variety of constant salinity concentrations permitted by each of the methods and noted. The NGH stability zone is represented by the area below the curve predicted by each model; while above the curve water and free gas are predicted. The GHSZ is determined by cross-referencing the methane hydrate stability in the phase diagram with the seafloor bathymetric depth and the geothermal gradient. The results of the three different models diverge substantially from the Levant Basin conditions ( Figure 3a ). The results obtained by the models of [8, 109] represent end-member solutions, while the results obtained by the [110] model fall between them.
Selection of the appropriate modeling scheme for this study is based on the following considerations: (1) The models by [8, 109] are based on experimental data using pressure conditions that are below those predicted for the relevant depths in the Levant Basin; (2) the model suggested by [110] considers a salinity of 35.0% , which is 3.8% lower than the Levantine average deep water salinity value; and (3) the use of the CSMHyd software implementation of [110] has become a standard for predicting GHSZ in related studies (e.g., [111, 112] ). Particularly, modeling of GHSZ at overlapping areas in the EMS using CSMHyd was recently performed by [29, 65] . The Levant Basin GHSZ is therefore calculated in the present study based on the algorithms of [110] , as implemented in the CSMHyd software [89].
In practice, CSMHyd was used to calculate the thermodynamic equilibrium pressure lookup table for temperatures values at increments of 0.02, 0.0285, and 0.037 • C, corresponding to the tested geothermal gradient, for pure methane hydrates and the EMS salinity. Then a Matlab code was used to search for the base GHSZ depth, by recursively calculating the pressure and temperature below the bathymetric depth. These were calculated based on the hydrostatic and geothermal gradients at a depth increment of 1 m, until the calculated equilibrium conditions were reached. The process was repeated for every point in the bathymetric DEM of the Levant with water depth >1250 m and the different geothermal gradients considered, yielding modeled maps of the base GHSZ ( Figure 4 ). Finally, the modeled maps were loaded to the Paradigm Epos software and plotted over the seismic data to be compared with the trend of the observed seismic anomalies. 
Model Sensitivities
Potential uncertainties in the modeling performed in this study might be introduced by the modeling methodology. Based on comparison with a large set of published experimental data of saltinhibited hydrates stabilities, [110] evaluated CSMHyd modeled pressure (and therefore depth) predictions absolute errors at ~15%, which is unacceptable. However, these uncertainties cannot be attributed to CSMHyd alone, as they necessarily incorporate the experimental data measurement errors. These measurement errors are symmetrically distributed around CSMHyd's predictions, and therefore may be averaged out [112] . Moreover, a divergence of the predicted and modeled values appears to be associated with larger temperatures and pressures than considered in this study (e.g., Figure 4 in [113] ). In addition, the reliability of CSMHyd predictions was verified in a variety of studies, by their correlation with geophysical, well-log, and experimental results (e.g., [111, 112, [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] ). Particularly, [119] employed a Monte-Carlo style simulation of their modeling uncertainties, which are similar to the uncertainties in this study (as discussed below), including explicitly CSMHyd 15% pressure prediction errors. They obtained a combined 1σ (one standard deviation) of most likely error estimate of ~±20 m at a water depth of 1240 m ( Figure S2 in [119] ) and decreasing values of the most likely error at increasing depths. Such uncertainties are acceptable in the context of the firstorder evaluation performed in this study.
Additional errors in our modeling might be introduced by the average estimates and assumed values of the environmental parameters. Biased estimates of the bottom water temperature and salinity will affect the estimated water depth to the top of the GHSZ. This is also the seafloor depth at which the GHSZ pinches out laterally, and therefore defines the spatial extent of the GHSZ. Thus, with the ~1° slope gradient of the seafloor in the Levant, any bias on the top of the GHSZ will bias by a factor of c. ×50 the estimated potential lateral extent of hydrates across the basin seafloor. Similarly, biases in the interstitial salinity and geothermal gradient would bias the estimated depth below the seafloor of the GHSZ base. To evaluate the sensitivity of the model to our estimated salinity and temperature values we varied each of these parameters while keeping the other parameters fixed.
Water Temperature Effects
Temperature is the main factor affecting methane hydrate formation (e.g., [120, 121] ). The effects of water temperature uncertainties on the GHSZ model was evaluated by varying the modeled temperatures in steps of 0.1 °C within the range of 10-15 °C, keeping a constant salinity of 38.8‰. 
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Water Temperature Effects
Temperature is the main factor affecting methane hydrate formation (e.g., [120, 121] ). The effects of water temperature uncertainties on the GHSZ model was evaluated by varying the modeled temperatures in steps of 0.1 • C within the range of 10-15 • C, keeping a constant salinity of 38.8% . The results show a deepening of the GHSZ top by 4.2 m for every increase of 0.1 • C. The in situ temperature range of the Levant Basin bottom waters, as measured in the CTD surveys and the Nautilus expedition, is 13.69 to 13.94 • C (Figure 2) . Thus, the expected temperature variation from the average temperature value is up to 0.13 • C, corresponding to a maximum shift of 5.9 m in the depth of the GHSZ base and a decrease of the estimated potential lateral extent of hydrates by~600 m. This deviation represents error bounds of 0.05% in the modeled water depth on the top of the GHSZ. These error estimates are negligible in the context of this work.
Salinity Effects
An increase in salt content acts as an inhibitor to the formation of methane hydrate [110] , and therefore would increase the water depth on the top of the GHSZ and decrease the depth of the GHSZ base beneath the seafloor. The sensitivity of the model results in an error in the estimated water salinity, which was examined by varying the salinity in steps of 0.25% in the range of 36.5 to 39.5% , and by modeling the GHSZ with a constant water temperature. The results show a weak sensitivity of the variance in the GHSZ top boundary to the change in salinity. The slope of the salinity versus depth curve predicts a variance of 1.66 m in the depth of the GHSZ top for every shift of 0.25% in salinity. Consequently, a maximum error of 0.4 m, representing a deviation of 0.3% , is introduced to the model by averaging the in situ salt concentrations of the Levant Basin bottom water values in the range of 38.74 to 38.83% ( Figure 2 ).
Geothermal Effects
In order to determine the model sensitivity to different geothermal gradients, we modeled the two endmember models with the 20 and 37 • C/km geothermal gradients, and the in-between model with the 28.5 • C/km geothermal gradient ( Figure 3 ). Changing the geothermal gradient does not change the top of the GHSZ, which is within the water body and therefore independent of the geothermal gradient (e.g., [8] ). However, the different geothermal gradients result in significant deviations of the base of the GHSZ. The geothermal effect is best reflected in the differences between the different modeled base of GHSZ curves in Figure 3b . The depth of the base GHSZ at a water depth of 1800 m ranges between~150 m under the low geothermal gradient of 20 • C/km,~110 m calculated under the medium geothermal gradient of 28.5 • C/km, and~85 m calculated under the high geothermal gradient of 37 • C/km. This paper discusses therefore the implications of these three alternative geothermal gradient models.
The Modelled Distribution of the GHSZ in the Levant Basin
Integrating the Levant pressure-temperature-salinity parameters into the model of [110] reveals that the GHSZ stretches widely across the Levant Basin (Figure 4 ). An initial estimate for the potential gas hydrates occurrence zone (GHOZ) (e.g., [1] ) is provided by the sub-seafloor thickness of the GHSZ. Figure 4a ,b presents the potential GHOZ thickness calculated and mapped for two of the alternative geothermal gradient estimates discussed above, namely the 20 • C/km and 28.5 • C/km geothermal gradients, respectively. A comparison between these maps (Figure 4a ,b) provides an insight to the possible uncertainty in the implications of our modeling. The top of the GHSZ is located in both cases at the water depths of 1250 m, which limits the extent of the GHSZ to the northwestern two thirds of the basin. The thickest potential GHOZ is observed within the Cyprian trench at water depths of up to 2700 m, and it gradually thins to the south and east. The constrained depth to the base of the GHSZ (and therefore the potential thickness below the seafloor of the potential GHOZ) in the Levant is highly dependent on the geothermal gradient assumed, as discussed above. The base of the potential GHOZ at the deepest part of the study area is 431 and 260 m below the seafloor for the two alternative geothermal gradient estimates of 20 • C/km and 28.5 • C/km, respectively ( Figure 4 ). The median modeled thicknesses of the potential GHOZ within the Levant Basin are~200 and~150 m respectively, when applying the same geothermal gradients. 
Seismic Evidence for the Presence of Gas and Hydrates in the Southwestern Levant Basin
Considering the wide distribution of the GHSZ within the Levant Basin, the presence of hydrates is mainly conditioned on the presence of methane within the sediments. As pervasive sampling of the Levant sub-seafloor sediments is lacking, we seek preliminary evidence for the presence of methane through the analysis of an extensive set of available 3D seismic data.
Pockmarks in the Southeastern Levant Basin
Precise picking of the seafloor reflection in the 3D seismic volumes allows a detailed search for bathymetric features commonly associated with the presence of gas. Analysis of the high-resolution bathymetry available across the 3D seismic blocks identified the Palmahim disturbance fold crests group consisting of seven oddly shaped pockmark clusters measuring hundreds of meters across (Type-A; Figure 5 ); and a total of 160 smaller pockmark structures ranging in diameter between 50 to 150 m (Type-B; Figure 5 ). While a few of the identified pockmarks may represent errors in the seafloor maps, the majority of the features are robustly mapped and identified. The pockmarks are identified only in the Southern Israel, Gal-C, and Oz seismic surveys covering the base of the continental slope of southern Israel and the adjacent eastern part of the deep sea fan of the Nile region (Figures 1 and  10) . The pockmarks were detected in water depths of 1000 to 1300 m, and 90% of them are concentrated in four large clusters. Three of the clusters, which include 70% of the identified pockmarks, are located around a water depth of 1200 m, closely corresponding to the top of the GHSZ at 1250 m. Two of the clusters are located in the Nile deep sea fan region, and the other two (including the Palmahim Disturbance group) are located at the base of the continental slope of southern Israel.
Characteristics of Seismic Reflectivity in the Southern Levant Basin
A variety of reflectivity patterns characterize the top (post-Messinian) sedimentary section below the seafloor of the southeastern part of the Levant Basin, as imaged by the pervasive seismic dataset investigated in this work. The continental margin of Israel, in the eastern part of the investigated area, is characterized by relatively continuous and generally moderate amplitude 
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Characteristics of Seismic Reflectivity in the Southern Levant Basin
A variety of reflectivity patterns characterize the top (post-Messinian) sedimentary section below the seafloor of the southeastern part of the Levant Basin, as imaged by the pervasive seismic dataset investigated in this work. The continental margin of Israel, in the eastern part of the investigated area, is characterized by relatively continuous and generally moderate amplitude reflections interleaved with chaotic intervals (Figures 6 and 7) . The latter representing mass transport complexes (MTC). This westward thinning, regionally up to~6 • dipping sedimentary section, was described in detail by [122] , was based primarily on the Southern Israel 3D seismic volume. The top sedimentary section of the Nile submarine fan, to the west of the Israeli margin, was described by [46, 47] based on detailed investigations of the Gal-C 3D seismic volume. The seismic reflectivity in this area ( Figures 6-8 ) is characterized primarily of locally segmented and dipping sets of reflections, representing channel levee complexes, embedded between coherent packages of locally continuous sub-parallel reflections, representing layered hemi-pelagic sediments. Intervals of chaotic reflectivity correspond to MTCs. This entire sedimentary package gently thins northward, and is folded and truncated by numerous thin-skinned sin-depositional halokinetic faults and~100 m high folds. The bottom ca. third of this sedimentary stack, above the prominent M reflection, is generally characterized by relatively continuous high-amplitude reflections. Above this unit and up to~100 m below the seafloor the section is generally characterized by moderate to low amplitude reflections. A discontinuous band of segmented and scattered anomalously high-amplitude reflectivity (the HASR) is consistently observed within the top of the sedimentary stack, down to >100 m beneath the seafloor, throughout the Nile deep sea fan domain of the southeastern Levant Basin (Figures 6-8) . Much of the HASR display clear reversed polarity with respect to the seafloor reflections (e.g., white primary phase in Figures 6c,7c and 8c) , which usually implies a reduction in the seismic impedance across the sub-surface reflector. However, in many cases the HASR polarity is normal (the same as the seafloor, e.g., Figure 8c ), or indistinguishable and laterally changing (e.g., Figure 6c ). These A discontinuous band of segmented and scattered anomalously high-amplitude reflectivity (the HASR) is consistently observed within the top of the sedimentary stack, down to >100 m beneath the seafloor, throughout the Nile deep sea fan domain of the southeastern Levant Basin (Figures 6-8) . Much of the HASR display clear reversed polarity with respect to the seafloor reflections (e.g., white primary phase in Figures 6c, 7c and 8c) , which usually implies a reduction in the seismic impedance across the sub-surface reflector. However, in many cases the HASR polarity is normal (the same as the seafloor, e.g., Figure 8c ), or indistinguishable and laterally changing (e.g., Figure 6c ). These changes in the polarity of the HASR do not seem to consistently represent certain datasets, or distinct ranges of water or sediment depths. High-amplitude reversed polarity reflectivity, similar to the reverse polarity HASR, is commonly considered as a direct indication for the presence of free gas within the sediments, while hydrates are commonly expected to be associated with normal phase high amplitude seismic reflectivity (e.g., [24] ). However, similar reflectivity characteristics may alternatively represent abrupt changes between lithologies, physical integrities (e.g., porosities), or the impact of thin layers tuning (e.g., [24] ). The HASR appears as anomalous segments within more continuous moderate amplitude reflections, or as separate reflectivity phases (Figures 6-8) . Segments of the HASR extend 0.1 to several kilometers horizontally, and predominantly one, but sometimes up to several, seismic reflectivity phases (i.e., tens of meters) vertically. Neighboring segments are frequently vertically offset by up to several tens of meters with respect to each other; and in many cases, segments extend parallel to each other. Zones of amplitude wipe-outs (seismic amplitude blanking) extend in places hundreds of meters below the HASR concentrations, presumably the effects of seismic scattering and pronounced attenuation at the HASR levels. In general, no HASR is observed below the seafloor of the Israeli continental margin, with the exception of the folds at the western end of the Palmahim disturbance and their vicinity (Figures 1 and 6 ). The active methane seeps discovered within large-scale pockmarks at the crests of these folds [69] [70] [71] are underlain by pronounced high amplitude and reverse polarity reflections, just (<10 m) beneath the seafloor ( Figure 6 ). These reflections and additional reflectivity segments observed beneath the slopes of these folds to the west of the pockmarks, appear to represent a prolongation of the Nile deep sea fan HASR. Below water depths of 1400 to 1500 m the HASR band becomes less distinct and appears to extend deeper (down to~200 m) into the sedimentary section (Figures 7 and 8 ). Below water depths of >1500 m the HASR appears to separate into two branches: the first remains relatively coherent and limited to <100 m below the seafloor, while the other is characterized by localized enhancement of reflections of the moderate and higher amplitude sequences discussed above. This deeper branch of the HASR is sometimes harder to distinguish from the deeper higher amplitude reflections. However, in places it is distinctly apparent, mainly where amplitudes increase along a reflection and then abruptly diminish to a moderate amplitude reflection (Figures 7 and 8 ).
Vertical Distribution of the HASR
To assess the relation of the HASR with the possible presence of NGH in the southeastern Levant Basin we evaluate the spatial distribution of the HASR and compare it to the GHSZ modeling predictions. This evaluation was done first through manual picking and then repeated through automatic threshold detection of high amplitude negative phase reflections, representing the HASR, throughout our combined seismic dataset (as detailed above). Figure 9 displays the distribution of the automatically detected HASR in depth within the sediments (depth below the seafloor) as a function of the water depth, and compares it to the modeled depths below the seafloor of the base of GHSZ. This plot lumps together the different surveys representing a wide range of water depths and geological settings across the continental slope of Israel and the deep sea fan of the Nile. Figure 9 also compares the statistics of the HASR picks to the statistics of the entire dataset, inspecting for possible biases of the picking results by the depth distribution of the available data. This plot shows substantial data coverage through the water depths range of 900 to 1900 m, albeit with most of the data covering the water depth range between 900 to 1600 m (primarily around 1200 m). Thus, distribution of the picks is probably over emphasizing the distribution of the HASR around the water depth of 1200 m and under-emphasizing the distribution of the HASR at water depths >1500 m. Considering these reservations we suggest that the trends observed in Figure 9 are significant. We note that the HASR picking represents only the highest amplitudes of the HASR, above the threshold selected for the automatic picking. In practice, the HASR phenomenon is more widely spread in the seismic data, as observed by us during the manual inspection and picking. The HASR picks plotted in Figure 9 combine three clusters in accordance with the general observations of the HASR described above. The first cluster trends sub-parallel to the seafloor throughout the water depths >1000 m, while essentially no HASR picks were detected at water depths <1000 m. Between water depths of ~1000 to 1350 m this cluster is distributed primarily between 25 to ~120 m below the seafloor. The HASR in this population trends slightly to shallower sediments depths (beneath the seafloor) with increasing water depth, which is expressed in three ways: (1) The top boundary of the picks starts at a sediments depth of 40 m at the water depth of 1000 m, and ascends to a sediments depth of 25 m at a water depth of 1350 m; (2) high density patches of HASR picks are centered around the sediments depth of 70 m at the water depth range of 1050 to 1150 m, and around a sediments depth of 55 m at the water depths of 1200 to 1300 m ( Figure 9) ; (3) the bottom boundary of the HASR ascends from a sediments depth of 90 to 150 m as the water depths increase between 1000 to 1350 m respectively, although this trend is characterized by a high scatter (Figure 9 ). In the water depth range of 1350 to 1900 m the first cluster of picks continues trending at a generally constant depth below the seafloor (Figure 9 ). The top boundary of the picks is generally 25 m below the seafloor, except for the several limited patches of picks appearing at shallower depths (Figure 9 ). The bottom boundary of this part of the first cluster is between 50 and 60 m below the seafloor. This first cluster of picks is referred to as "Shallow HASR" hereafter.
A second cluster of picks branches down from the Shallow HASR around the water depth of 1400 m (between water depths of 1300 and 1500 m) and a sediments depth of ~60 m, and trends to The HASR picks plotted in Figure 9 combine three clusters in accordance with the general observations of the HASR described above. The first cluster trends sub-parallel to the seafloor throughout the water depths >1000 m, while essentially no HASR picks were detected at water depths <1000 m. Between water depths of~1000 to 1350 m this cluster is distributed primarily between 25 to~120 m below the seafloor. The HASR in this population trends slightly to shallower sediments depths (beneath the seafloor) with increasing water depth, which is expressed in three ways: (1) The top boundary of the picks starts at a sediments depth of 40 m at the water depth of 1000 m, and ascends to a sediments depth of 25 m at a water depth of 1350 m; (2) high density patches of HASR picks are centered around the sediments depth of 70 m at the water depth range of 1050 to 1150 m, and around a sediments depth of 55 m at the water depths of 1200 to 1300 m ( Figure 9) ; (3) the bottom boundary of the HASR ascends from a sediments depth of 90 to 150 m as the water depths increase between 1000 to 1350 m respectively, although this trend is characterized by a high scatter (Figure 9 ). In the water depth range of 1350 to 1900 m the first cluster of picks continues trending at a generally constant depth below the seafloor (Figure 9 ). The top boundary of the picks is generally 25 m below the seafloor, except for the several limited patches of picks appearing at shallower depths (Figure 9 ). The bottom boundary of this part of the first cluster is between 50 and 60 m below the seafloor. This first cluster of picks is referred to as "Shallow HASR" hereafter.
A second cluster of picks branches down from the Shallow HASR around the water depth of 1400 m (between water depths of 1300 and 1500 m) and a sediments depth of~60 m, and trends to higher sediments depths with increasing water depths (Figure 9 ). The upper boundary of this cluster deepens to a sediment depth of 100 m at a water depth of 1900 m. A general lack of picks clearly distinguishes this cluster at water depths >1500 m from the Shallow HASR above. The majority of HASR picks in this cluster are concentrated between water depths of 1350 to 1670 m, with a more sporadic distribution continuing along the same trend to deeper water. This reduction in the density of the picks is probably at least partly reflecting the significant reduction in the distribution of available data covering this water depth range. Overall this cluster trends from 60 to 125 m below the seafloor (Figure 9 ). The bottom boundary of this population is not distinct as that of the upper HASR and is determined mostly by the decline in picks density with depth ( Figure 9 ). This second cluster of picks is referred to as "Deepening HASR" hereafter. An additional low-density cluster of HASR picks appears at water depths of 1200-1650 m, extending to a sediment depth of 300 m. This low density cluster does not display a consistent orientation and is detached from the main populations described above. This third cluster of picks represents to a great extent the lower unit of the sedimentary stack described above (e.g., Figure 6a ), which is characterized by generally relatively continuous high-amplitude reflections. Owing to the deepening of the seafloor, this unit crosses from 200 to 300 m sediments depth at a water depth of~1300 m, to a depth <100 at water depths >1600 m. Note however, that the Deepening HASR is represented by a substantial increase in picks density, and its trend clearly cuts through the lower reflective sedimentary unit, represented by the third low density cluster of picks (Figure 9 ).
Overlaying the HASR distribution with the modeled base-GHSZ depth curves (Figure 9 ) reveals that the trend and projected intercept of the Deepening HASR cluster is generally matched by the curve modeled with the 20 • C/km geothermal gradients, while the curve modeled with the 28.5 • C/km geothermal gradient appears to bound the upper extent of the Deepening HASR. This is verified also by overlaying the depths, predicted by the 28.5 • C/km geothermal gradient curve and bathymetric DEM, on the seismic data ( Figures 6-8) . The resulting depth curve generally matches the upward truncations of the imaged HASR segments. Thus, there is a viable match between the HASR trend and a reasonable estimate of the base of GHSZ in the Levant Basin.
Spatial Distribution of the HASR
Map plots ( Figure 10 ) reveal that the spatial distribution of HASR picks is uneven. The Shallow HASR is found in the deep sea fan of the Nile region, and is absent from the continental slope of Israel except for the tow region of the Palmahim disturbance. The Shallow HASR picks are mostly concentrated in patch sets reminiscent of foliage. Overlaying the distribution of the Shallow HASR with the bathymetry (Figure 10 ) reveals that the foliage-like patterns are aligned along the turbidite channels etched into the current seafloor and are branching downstream from them. Within each patch, the HASR picks depths below the seafloor are highly scattered, reflecting the laterally discontinuous nature of the HASR described above.
The distribution patterns of the Deepening HASR are reminiscent of the Shallow HASR patterns, but the spatial distributions across the basin of the two are considerably different. The Deepening HASR is mostly found in the western part of Sara-Mira and Pelagic 3D seismic surveys, as well as in the western part of the TGS 2D line (Figures 1 and 6, Figures 7 and 8) . The deeper Deepening HASR are distributed at the top of the relatively high amplitude unit discussed above ( Figures 6-8 ), where they appear as discontinuous patches mostly limited to the elevated anticlinal parts of folding structures. A small portion of the picks is also sparsely distributed within the high amplitude unit (Figures 6-8 ). Yet, these picks do not show any continuity and cannot be attributed to a specific reflecting horizon of this unit. Minor occurrences of the Deepening HASR are recognized also in the deeper parts of Gal-C, Sothern Israel, and Oz surveys, where the rare picks mainly appear along the surface of meandering channel paths around the paleo-channel canyons and in close proximity to faulted or folded structures ( Figure 10 ). 
Discussion
The GHSZ in the Levant Basin
The main purpose of this study is to review possible evidence and constrain the potential for the presence of NGH in the Levant Basin, southeastern Mediterranean, notwithstanding the current lack of direct evidence. For this purpose, we modeled the GHSZ in the Levant Basin based on the local thermodynamic conditions and salinity of the bottom water and interstitial pores in the sub-seafloor sediments. The bottom seawater conditions are relatively well constrained by data and therefore the definition of the top of the GHSZ to 1250 ± 5 m water depth is robust. This modeled top of the GHSZ is consistent with the shallowest water depth in which NGH occur in the Anaximander region, at a water depth of 1264 m at the summit of the Thessaloniki mud volcano [63, 64] . [63] argued that this occurs at the top boundary of their modeled GHSZ, considering very similar local thermodynamic conditions to those used in this study. [65] observed the disappearance of the hydrates coating at a water depth of 1350 m, and estimated the top of the GHSZ in the western submarine fan of the Nile as 110 m deeper than our estimate for the Levant. This inconsistency may be explained by possible slightly elevated water temperature, and by the different gas composition in the cold seep sampled by [65] .
The intersection of the modeled top of GHSZ with the bathymetry outlines the spatial extent of the potential GHOZ (Figure 4 ). The GHSZ stretches over more than half of the Levant Basin seafloor, constituting the vast majority of its central and northern parts. With the shortage of reliable data, approximations had to be made for the geothermal, pressure, and salinity profiles within the seafloor sediments. Yet, supported by indirect evidence and sensitivity analyses we argue that the modeled GHSZ presented here provide useful first-order approximated bounds of the possible distribution of NGH in the Levant Basin. The differences between the alternative maps of Figure 4a ,b probably offer an over estimation of the uncertainty bounds in determining the depth below the seafloor to the base 
Discussion
The GHSZ in the Levant Basin
The intersection of the modeled top of GHSZ with the bathymetry outlines the spatial extent of the potential GHOZ (Figure 4 ). The GHSZ stretches over more than half of the Levant Basin seafloor, constituting the vast majority of its central and northern parts. With the shortage of reliable data, approximations had to be made for the geothermal, pressure, and salinity profiles within the seafloor sediments. Yet, supported by indirect evidence and sensitivity analyses we argue that the modeled GHSZ presented here provide useful first-order approximated bounds of the possible distribution of NGH in the Levant Basin. The differences between the alternative maps of Figure 4a ,b probably offer an over estimation of the uncertainty bounds in determining the depth below the seafloor to the base of the GHSZ. We suggest that the model calculated with a geothermal gradient of 28.5 • C/km ( Figure 4 ) provides a conservative estimate of the depth to base of the GHSZ in the Levant Basin.
Methane and Hydrates in the Levant Seafloor Sediments
The actual in-place occurrence of NGH within the GHSZ is dependent on the availability and steady flow of methane gas within the sediment (e.g., [123] ), and on the storage capacity of the sedimentary medium (e.g., [124] ). The presence of an active gas system within the Levant Basin seafloor sediments is indicated by two main lines of evidence: direct evidence for seafloor gas seepage and geophysical indicators for the potential presence of gas.
Direct Evidence for Gas Seepage at the Seafloor
The multiple direct observations of active seafloor gas seeps within the perimeters of the Levant Basin [68] [69] [70] [71] 84] were all documented within a water depth range of 1000-1200 m, while the upper bound of the modeled GHSZ is at a water depth of 1250 m. Consequently, our model of the GHSZ in the Levant does not directly link the observed gas seeps and the possible upward percolation of methane from NGH within the GHSZ. Such a connection would require significant upslope lateral flow of methane. A possible indirect evidence for shallow gas emission is presented by the occurrence of pockmarks across the seafloor, as mapped based on the analyzed 3D seismic surveys (e.g., Figures 5  and 10 ). These pockmarks appear to be limited to a water depth range of 1000-1300 m (Figure 10 ), correlating well with the spatial distribution of the edge of the modeled GHSZ and suggesting a possible tunneling of free methane gas along the base of the GHSZ toward its edge. Tunneling of methane to the edges of the GHSZ is attributed to the base of the GHSZ functioning as a seal that prevents gas escapes and tunneling the gas toward the GHOZ pinch out (e.g., [2, 23, 125] ). Additionally, the pockmarks depth distribution might represent a record of the shift of the top of the GHSZ, and therefore the migration of the pinch out of the GHOZ to deeper water. The warming event at the end of the last glacial period,~14.5 ka, was estimated to have raised the bottom water temperature in the Western Mediterranean by~4 • C [126] . Assuming accordingly~4 • C cooler bottom waters in the Levant Basin (being~10 • C) at~14.5 ka, the modeled top of the GHSZ would occur at a water depth of~890 m. This estimate is also consistent with the results of [29] . Phase delays between faster sea level changes [127] and slower warming of the Levant bottom water, such as suggested for the Arctic Ocean by [111] , may have further facilitated the formation of NGH deposits and their subsequent destabilization. These processes may have resulted in enhanced gas release and seepage along the retreat path, and formed the observed pockmarks and authigenic carbonates. This, however, remains a hypothesis until the ages of seepage and carbonate precipitation are constrained.
The HASR-Evidence for Free Gas and Possibly Hydrates
The second line of evidence for the presence of gas in the seafloor sediments of the Levant Basin relies on the interpretation of the distinct HASR imaged off the deep-water shallow sediments of the studied area. We suggest that the HASR is associated with the presence of free gas, and possibly in at least some of the region with hydrate accumulations, within the upper sedimentary section. The correlation of high amplitude seismic reflectivity and underlying seismic amplitude blanking with subsurface gas bearing intervals is a commonly observed result of the strong response of seismic waves to the presence of even minor free gas content (e.g., [103, 128] ). High amplitude reflections may also be associated with hydrate accumulations within the GHSZ (e.g., [24, 101, 129] ). Notably, high amplitude seismic reflections may alternatively represent other sub seafloor features in our study area, such as the prominent lithological and porosity contrast between shale layers and porous sand bodies lacking any presence of gas or hydrates. The reverse polarity of much of the HASR indicates low impedance intervals within the generally clay rich seafloor of the Levant basin, reinforcing the suggested presence of free gas (e.g., [117] ). The normal or indistinguishable polarity observed in many of the cases may represent hydrate bearing intervals within the GHSZ, but seems puzzling outside and below the GHSZ. However, reflection polarities may be elusive due to thin layers tuning and structural complexities, particularly when the reflectors are segmented or discontinuous. Such polarity complexities are commonly observed where free gas and hydrates occur within discordant sedimentary intervals (e.g., [101, 129] ). In these cases, unraveling the polarity information requires focused analysis [130] , which is outside the scope of this study. A central base for our interpretation is the unambiguous correlation of seafloor methane gas seepages, which were verified by seafloor surveying and sampled in the study area [68] [69] [70] [71] 84] , with HASR just below the seafloor (e.g., Figure 5 ). Taking together the seismic characteristics with these direct verifications of methane gas seepage, we argue that at least part of the HASR represents the presence of free methane gas and possibly also the hydrates within the seafloor sediments. We note that the generation of reflectivity by the presence of free gas bubbles within the sediments requires methane saturation within the interstitial pore water (e.g., [131] ). Thus, the observation of gas related HASR below the seafloor implies a significantly larger availability of dissolved methane for the formation of hydrates within the sediments, at least in parts of the Levant Basin.
The Shallow HASR-Evidence for Shallow Gas beneath the Levant Basin Seafloor
The vertical distribution of the observed Shallow HASR picks cluster is sub-parallel to the seafloor (Figure 9 ) and does not appear to depend strongly on the water depth or pressure. Neither does it appear to match the trend of any of the possible hydrate stability curves. Moreover, it clearly extends laterally significantly outside of the GHSZ, which is limited by the 1250 m water depth contour ( Figure 10 ). We therefore suggest that at least outside the GHSZ the HASR represents primarily free methane gas accumulations in the shallow sub-seafloor sediments. Within the GHSZ region, bounded by the 1250 m water depth contour (Figure 10 ), the Shallow HASR may similarly represent hydrate concentrations. If the HASR represents hydrates then the upper cutoff of the HASR probably represents the top of the GHOZ, which is usually located tens of meters below the seafloor (e.g., [1, 132, 133] ). Alternatively, the HASR may also represent the presence of free gas within the upper part of the GHSZ. Such occurrences of free gas within the GHSZ are indicated by seafloor bubbles emanations in cold seeps above hydrate bearing intervals [134] . The presence of free gas within the GHSZ have been suggested based on seismic reflectivity and velocity variations [135, 136] as well as cone penetration test results [128] . In addition, high salinity, measured in boreholes drilled through hydrate bearing regions, is argued to be the product of free gas supply and hydrates formation within the GHSZ (e.g., [116] ). Some mechanisms suggested for the maintenance of free gas within the GHSZ, which may apply for the Levant Basin, are: Transient focused flow through structural or lithological pathways (e.g., [116, 135] ); local increase of pore water salinities as a result of proximate NGH formation, allowing the stability of free gas within the GHSZ [114, 116] ; and low sediment permeability resulting in insufficient water supply for NGH formation to the zone containing free gas [128] .
Whether the Shallow HASR represents free gas or NGH, both alternatives imply that the saturation of dissolved methane is exceeded in the interstitial pore water at their level [110] . The shallow cut-off of methane saturation in the marine environment, and therefore presumably also the top of the HASR distribution, is generally constrained by anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM). The AOM is maintained below the sulfate methane transition zone (SMTZ) by balanced diffusion fluxes of methane from the saturated zone and sulfate from the seafloor (e.g., [137] ). Reference [138] showed that the depth below the seafloor to the top of the free gas zone can be used to estimate the upward flux of dissolved methane, given in situ methane solubility (saturation). To examine the possibility of our interpretation of the HASR as related to methane free gas or hydrates, we followed the approach of [138] in estimating the upward methane flux based on the upper cutoff of the Shallow HASR distribution 25 m below the seafloor (see detailed derivation in the Supplementary Information). Based on [139, 140] and the same thermodynamic conditions used in our GHSZ modeling we estimate that the methane solubility, related with the top of the Shallow HASR, is between 0.98 and 1.03 mmol, depending on the water depth. To estimate the balance of sulfate and methane fluxes at the SMTZ we assumed negligible methane production between the HASR and seafloor and linear concentration gradients. The resulting estimated methane fluxes are 9 to 20 mmol·a −1 ·m −2 , corresponding to water depths rage of 1200 to 2000 m. These results are in agreement with the SMTZ distribution models and methane fluxes reported from NGH provinces across the globe, ranging between 20 and 250 mmol·a −1 ·m −2 [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] . Thus, these results support our interpretation of the seismic HASR as representing free gas or in-place NGH concentrations, both of which support the possible occurrence of NGH deposits within the modeled GHSZ.
The essentially exclusive occurrence of the Shallow HASR in the Nile deep sea fan ( Figure 10 ) and their clear correlation with seafloor channels suggests a genetic relation between these phenomena. [46, 47] demonstrated that the upper sedimentary section within the eastern deep sea fan of the Nile is composed of densely spaced relatively sand rich channel-levee complexes, encased within hemipelagic sediments. We suggest that these relatively sand rich bodies constitute localized reservoirs of free gas, and possibly also NGH, represented by the Shallow HASR. The foliage like pattern of the Shallow HASR, diverging from the current seafloor channels, suggest that the primary reservoirs for the Shallow HASR are paleo-lobes, associated with these channel systems, buried tens of meters below the seafloor. The scattered nature of the HASR within the observed patches probably represent the complexity of the channel-levee-lobe systems (e.g., as discussed by [148] ) and their truncation by recent salt tectonics (as discussed by [46] ). Similar associations of scattered free gas and hydrate accumulations with buried relatively sandy channel systems, and the observations of a diffuse BSR, have been reported from various large river deep sea fans. Examples are the Congo River [149] , Godavari River [150, 151] , and the Pearl River [129] .
The Deepening HASR-a Distributed BSR in the Levant Basin (?)
The locus and trend of the Deepening HASR picks cluster, mapped in the study area, appear to be approximately bounded by the modeled base-GHSZ with the 20 and 28.5 • C/km thermal gradients (Figure 9 ). The identification of the Deepening HASR on the seismic sections may appear somewhat arbitrary (Figures 7 and 8) , as the picked phases appear is some cases to be conformal with the generally relatively high amplitude reflections of the lower sedimentary unit in the study area. Indeed, picks scattered below the Deepening HASR and toward shallower water-depths do detect reflections within that layer. However, the Deepening HASR cluster represents an order of magnitude larger community of picks that are concentrated along this trend, demonstrating that it is subjectively anomalous with respect to the rest of the unit. A more careful inspection of the sections (Figures 7 and 8 ) reveals the clear intensification of reflection amplitudes as they approach the Deepening HASR alignment (approximately demarcated in the figures by the overlaid base GHSZ modeled curves). Moreover, the pronounced amplitude reflections associated with the Deepening HASR commonly appear truncated in the upward direction, but in many cases can actually be traced farther with diminished amplitudes. Taking together the first-order match between the GHSZ model and the Deepening HASR, and their observed characters, we suggest that the Deepening HASR constitutes a segmented and distributed BSR, one of the primary indicators for the presence of NGH. Thus, the Deepening HASR is suggested to represent the presence of free gas trapped below the base of the GHSZ and possibly also hydrates deposited at the lower part of the GHOZ. The distributed nature of the Deepening HASR probably results from the distribution of free gas and hydrates in localized relatively sandy channel lobe systems (as discussed above for the Shallow HASR), the truncation of the lower unit sandy bodies by salt tectonics and possible variations of methane supply.
The Possible Sources of Methane
Two possible mechanisms may supply methane to the pervasive gas and possibly hydrate systems proposed here to exist in the Levant Basin. Methane may be supplied by in situ methanogenesis through bacterial decomposition of organic material (e.g., [152, 153] ). The methane generated by the bacteria within the GHSZ is incorporated in the NGH inside the GHSZ, while methane generated outside the GHSZ may form free gas bubbles. [154] modeled the case of methane diffusion to fine sandy layers from methanogenesis occurring in the surrounding fine grain intervals containing modest amounts (<0.5% of dry weight) of organic matter. This mechanism is concluded to be sufficient to supply the required methane for the formation of the hydrates observed in the Cascadia margin at IODP site U1325. Alternatively, methane transport through upward fluid flow from lower sedimentary levels may be important (e.g., [133, 153] ). In this case, the ascending gas is incorporated into the NGH structure or remains trapped below the layer of the NGH-containing sediments [1, 155, 156] . In either case, a possible source for hydrocarbons production is the abundant organic matter (up to 7%) buried in sapropel deposits throughout much of the post-Messinian sediments of the deep-water part of the Levant Basin [157] [158] [159] . The evident association of the HASR to the meandering channels and associated buried lobes may suggest an additional direct contribution of transported organic matter from the Nile River. Taken together the proximity of organic-rich sapropel units and coarse grain sizes (high porosity sediments) characterizing the infill of submarine channel-Levee-fan complexes [47, 59] provide both possible sources and reservoirs for gas and hydrate formation and accumulation. The possible sources for organic matter discussed above, support the possible in situ formation of methane outside, below, and within the GHSZ. The deep giant gas reservoirs recently found in the Levant Basin [86, 87] , or related systems, are also possible gas sources for methane that may have been transported via migration paths such as faults and folds to the GHSZ. The existence of such migration paths within the southeastern Levant Basin was suggested by [80, 82] , but thorough connectivity has not been demonstrated as of yet.
Volume Assessment of Potential NGH Deposits in the Levant
Lacking conclusive indications, this study offers only suggestive evidences, raising the possibility for the presence of hydrates in the Levant Basin. Yet, our combined modeling and observations offer a first-order assessment of the NGH potential in the Levant Basin, with direct implications on potential energy resources, geohazard risk estimation, and models related to carbon cycles and its possible relation with present and future climate-change.
For this first-order assessment of potential NGH resources in the Levant Basin, we take the simplistic steady state assumption, while noting [123] discussion of the deficiencies of this assumption. In that case, NGH may form throughout the sedimentary column within the GHOZ, constrained by the isopach between the seafloor bathymetry and our modeled base GHSZ (Figure 4) . Assuming that the intercept and trend of the Deepening HASR ( Figure 9 ) represent a segmented and distributed BSR, the fit of the modeled base of the GHSZ curves with this trend constrains the relevant geothermal gradient between 20 to 28.5 • C/km within the post-Messinian sediments of the Levant Basin. Larger geothermal gradients, toward the 37 • C/km end member geothermal gradient, are not in agreement with the Deepening HASR being aligned with the base of the GHSZ. Thus, a maximum estimate of NGH potential is constrained by the map that was modeled using the lower geothermal gradient end member of 20 • C/km (Figure 4) , while a more modest estimate is constrained by the map calculated with the higher 28.5 • C/km geothermal gradient (Figure 4 ). Consumption of methane at the SMTZ reduces its saturation, inhibiting the possible formation of NGH [141] . Thus, discarding the top of the sedimentary section, above the top cutoff of the Shallow HASR cluster, defines presumably a more reliable estimate of the sedimentary column available for hydrate accumulation i.e., the GHOZ. This estimate of the GHOZ is represented by the thickness map of Figure 4c with a total volume of 3250 km 3 . The geothermal gradient of the Levant Basin (20 to 28.5 • C/km [86, [94] [95] [96] [97] is expected to be lower than in the adjacent Herodotus Basin and the Cypriot arc regions [160] [161] [162] . Thus, the GHOZ thickness map, which is based on the Levant Basin parameters, is expected to be less accurate toward these areas.
The discussion above suggests that hydrates in the Levant are primarily concentrated within relatively sandy channel-levee-lobe complexes. Based on our partial mapping of these silty to sandy bodies (Figure 10 ), we estimate them to occupy only~3% of the sedimentary volume defined by Figure 4c . Considering a lower bound porosity of~35% and hydrate saturation of~50% for silt and sand rich host sediments [2, 133] we obtain that NGH occupy on average~0.5% of the sedimentary volume within the potential GHOZ (Figure 4c) . Thus, considering a conservative NGH to gas yield factor of 160 [4] , the current study provides a first-order conservative estimation of~100 Tcf (~2750 km 3 ) for the potential volume (at standard temperature and pressure) of locked methane, and~1.5 gigatonnes of carbon in NGH in the Levant Basin. These estimations constitute between~0.1 to 3% of the estimated global NGH methane volumes and carbon content in marine sediments [2, 4, 5, 163] .
Conclusions
Seafloor gas seepages discovered in recent years in and around the Levant Basin, and sparse observations of hydrates in the broader EMS context are suggestive of the presence of NGH in the basin. Motivated by these findings this study combines thermodynamic modeling and analysis of a pervasive seismic dataset to examine the potential for such a presence.
•
Thermodynamic modeling, using the CSMHyd software, robustly constrained by locally measured southeastern Mediterranean water temperature and salinity profiles reveals that the top of the GHSZ is at a water depth of 1250 ± 5 m. Intersecting this depth with the bathymetry reveals that more than half of the Levant Basin seafloor, namely its central to northern part, lies within the GHSZ.
Modeling the base of the GHSZ is constrained by the lack of measured sub-seafloor thermodynamic parameters, and associated uncertainties. The primary modeling uncertainty is related with the availability and confidence of published sub-seafloor geothermal gradients. Yet, using simplistic approximations for the thermodynamic parameters yields a useful first-order approximation of the GHSZ within the Levant. The base of the GHSZ lies at a depth of 150 to 200 mbsf at a water depth of 1750 m, and may reach a depth of 430 mbsf at the northwestern edge of the studied area.
Seafloor pockmark clusters observed in our seismic data are concentrated at a water depth of 1200 m, just upslope from the modeled top bound of the GHSZ and mostly above the deep sea fan of the Nile. These pockmarks suggest the prominence of seafloor gas in the region, and may represent a partly ongoing gas seepage episode associated with the presumed downslope retreat of NGH since the last glacial time.
• Scattered high amplitude seismic reflectivity (HASR) is pervasively distributed beneath the seafloor across the deep sea fan of the Nile, correlating in several sites with observed active gas seepages. The HASR is therefore suggested to represent the wide spread presence of free gas, and possibly NGH, captured within buried distributed channel-levee related sandy/silty units.
The distribution of the HASR depth beneath the seafloor vs. the water depth bifurcates into two main clusters. Most of the HASR across the study area cluster between 25 to 100 mbsf, and sub-parallel to the seafloor. This cluster is suggested to represent shallow free gas, and possibly hydrates, whose top is bounded by the SMTZ. An additional major HASR cluster trends to greater sub-seafloor depth with increasing water depth. The trend of this cluster broadly matches the modeled base of the GHSZ with a thermal gradient between 20 to 28.5 • C/km, and it is therefore suggested to represent a regionally discontinuous BSR beneath the Levant Basin. The discontinuity is attributed to the distributed nature of channel-lobes systems, into which the NGH and presumably underlying free gas are accumulated.
• Taken together, the modeling results and seismic analysis suggest the probable presence of NGH in the Levant Basin, within confined lithological bodies across the deep sea fan of the Nile. The presence of NGH is conservatively bounded between the base GHSZ modeled using the thermal gradient of 28.5 • C/km, and the SMTZ, which is estimated to occur~25 m below the seafloor. Thus, the potential methane resource within the Levant Basin is estimated at~100 Tcf, which would contain~1.5 gigatonnes of carbon.
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